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Abstract 
Given a Steiner system S(2,k-  1;v) with v>~vo(k), there is a 3-design Sa(3, k;v+ t) such that 
the derived design is 2 copies of the Steiner system for any 2 sufficiently large satisfying the 
standard arithmetic onditions. This theorem has applications in the construction of Steiner 
3-designs. 
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1. Statement of theorems 
For any positive s let I s={1,2  . . . . .  s}. A set is called an s-set when it is of size s. 
Given t ~< k ~< v and 2, a t-design, written Sa(t, k; v), is a family of k-subsets of Iv, called 
blocks, such that every t-subset of Iv is contained in exactly 2 blocks. A given k-set can 
occur as a block with any nonnegative multiplicity. When 2 = 1 we write S(t, k; v); such 
a design is called a Steiner system [1]. I fD  is a family of blocks from Iv+ 1 and x~Iv+ 1, 
define the derived family D d as the following set of blocks: 
D d ={R{x}:  BeD,  and x~B}, 
that is, the blocks of D that contain x with x deleted. We call D an extension of D ° 
Define the residual family of D as 
D r ={BED: xCB}, 
namely, the blocks of D avoiding x. It is easy to see that if D is a S~(3, k; v + 1) then D a 
with x=v+ 1, is a S~(2, k-1;v) and Dr is a Sa,(2, k;v), where 
2 ,=2 v+l -k  
k -2  (1) 
When two 2-designs, D a and D' ,  have the correct parameters (as just given) to 
be the derived and residual designs of a Sa(3,k;v+l), they can be combined, in 
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the natural way, to form a 2-design 9 ,  which is a Sa,,(2, k; v+ 1) with 
v-1  
2"=2k_  2. 
In general, ~ is not a 3-design. But, when ~a and @r combined in this way do form 
a Sa(3,k;v+ 1) we call them compatible. 
For a Sz(t, k -  1 ; v) to exist the following conditions are necessary: 
2(v-a]-o'\t-a/m°d(kt -a )  for all a, O<<,a<~t. (2) 
Given a S(2,k-1;v) ,  if for some 2 there is a Sx(3,k;v+l) with derived design 
2- S(2, k -  1; v) that is, 2 copies of S(2, k -  1 ; v), a necessary condition [1, p. 78, 114] 
is 
0mod( ) ,3, 
Now the main theorem follows. 
Theorem 1. There are Jimctions vo(k) and 2o(k,v) such that for any Steiner system 
S(2, k -1 ;v )  with v>~vo(k) and any 2>~20(v,k) satisfying the necessary condition (3), 
there is an extension of 2 copies of the Steiner system; that is, there is a Sx(3, k; v + 1) with 
derived design 2" S(2, k -  1 ; v). 
The function vo(k) is a degree 7 polynomial in k. The function 2o(k, v) is not readily 
available by our methods. Theorem 1 has an analog for Steiner t-designs: for 
any S ( t ,k - l ;v )  there is a Sa( t+ l ,k ;v+l )  extending 2"S(t ,k-1;v)  when v and 2 
satisfy conditions analogous to those in Theorem 1. This will not be proved here. 
Theorem 1 has an application in the construction of Steiner 3-designs [2]. 
To each k-subset B of Iv, associate a rational number ran. We call the function mn 
a multiplicity function. When @ is a Sa(t,k;v), every block B of ~ occurs with 
a positive integer multiplicity roB; and each k-set B not in @ is assigned a multiplicity 
mn =0. In this case, we can identify the design with the multiplicity function. More 
generally, if, for some integer 2, mB satisfies 
Z mB=)~ 
T=B 
for every t-subset T of Iv, we say mB is a rational design, written Qa(t, k; v); if mB is 
integer valued, we say it is a signed design, written Za(t, k; v). Of course, a union of 
designs corresponds to adding their multiplicity functions. If m d is a Qa(2, k -  1; v) and 
m r is  a Qa.(2, k;v), with 2' as in (1), they can be combined, as above, to form 
a Qz,, (2, k; v + 1) with the multiplicities mB= m~,, ~v + x l + m~. Let ~ be a S(2, k - 1; v). We 
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will only have occasion to consider the case when m d is a 2" S(2, k -  1; v). The blocks of 
c~ cover certain 3-subsets of I~. Set 
Y = {3-subsets of Iv not covered by any block of ~I .  
We call any block B ~ I~, admissible when all its 3-subsets are in ,Y-. Set 
~= {admissible k-subsets of I,,}. 
We say a Qx,(2, k: v), with multiplicity m ~, is compatible with tn d when 
(i) mB=m~ ,~,+li +m~ is a Qx(3, k:v+ l), and 
(ii) every block in the support of m ' (that is, where m ~ is not zero) is ad- 
missible. 
Notice that if m ~ is nonnegative, then (i) implies [ii), and this definition of compati- 
bility is consistent with that given above. 
Theorem 2. ![there is a S(2, k -1 ;  v) with v>~vo(k), then, Jbr some positive integer 2p, 
there is a design S~o(3, k;v+ l) that extends 2p.S(2, k -1 ;v ) ,  such that the support 
includes all possible admissible blocks: that is, all admissible blocks have positive 
multiplicity. 
The design given here plays the role of the 'trivial' design because it uses all blocks 
not explicitly prohibited. 
Theorem 3. Let a S(2, k -1 ;v )  be given with v>~vl(k). I f2  sati,@es the necessary 
condition (3) then there exists a signed design Za,(2, k; v) compatible with 2" S(2, k - I: v). 
To be of use in proving Theorem 1, it is essential that the signed design produced in 
Theorem 3 be compatible with the 2-design S(2, k-1;v),  it is this requirement that 
accounts for the restriction v>~Vl(k). The function vl(k) is a polynomial of degree 
3 and v~(k)<~vo(k). Theorem 3 shows that by generalizing nonnegative designs to 
signed designs, the necessary condition becomes ufficient (though, with a restriction 
on v). 
2. Proofs 
Proof  of Theorem 1. If S (2 ,k -1 ;v )  is a Steiner system satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 1, then Theorem 2 gives a design ~P-=S~(3, k ;v+l )  that extends 
),p. S(2, k-  1; v), such that every admissible block has strictly positive multiplicity. Let 
~P have multiplicity function mp. Let 2mi, >0 be the smallest positive integer satisfying 
condition (3). The index ,~.p must satisfy the necessary condition (3), so 2m~. divides 
2p. From Theorem 3, there is a signed design Z~,o(2, k;v) compatible with 
2mi n" S(2, k -1 ;  v). Combining these gives a signed design ~@m =Z,L,,.(3, k; v-{-1) that 
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extends '~'min .S(2, k -  1; v) and the support o f~ m is contained in the support of_@ p. Let 
~m have multiplicity function m~ i". Set 
and 
-N= min {m~ in, 0} 
B~ m 
2_ 
20 = q-g-- (/~min "{- N 20). 
Amin 
Pick 2 satisfying condition (3) and 2 >/20, and write 2 = a2p + bJ, min with 0 ~< b2min < J,p. 
The multiplicity function 
mB = a. m~ + b. m~ in 
gives a signed design Z~(3, k; v+ 1) extending 2.S(2, k -1 ;  v). In fact, mB is actually 
a S~(3, k ;v+ 1). The residual design is compatible with )~.S(2,k-1;v) since the 
residual designs of m p and mmi" are each compatible with multiples of S(2, k -  1; v). So 
the blocks of the derived design have nonnegative multiplicities. Any block B in the 
residual design has positive multiplicity in m]~ so 
mB>~a-bN >~ p  ° ~O. 
This shows ms is actually a S~(3, k; v + 1) extending 2.S(2, k -1 ;  v). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let ~ be the given S(2, k -1 ;  v). As above, set 
9"-= {3-subsets of Iv not covered by any block of 9}. 
We call any subset Yclv admissible when all its 3-subsets are in 9-. Set 
= {admissible k-subsets of Iv}. 
Fix s, with k + 3 ~< s~< v. We need the following construction. 
Construction of a 6-function on an admissible s-set: 
Assume Y is an admissible s-set in Iv and Tc  Y a 3-set. Let ~-' be the 3-subsets of 
Y and o,~ff ' be the k-subsets of Y. So J ' c  ~'- and o,Y"c o~ff. From the partitions 
~-- '=3-~uJ '~u3-~w~'~ and o,~ff'=)ff~wo,~ff'lw~r'2w:,~ff~, where J-~ is the 3-sets from 
5 '  that intersect T in i points, and ~:j is the set of k-sets that intersect T in j points. 
Define the multiplicities of the blocks in ~ j  as m 1, for j = 0, 1, 2, 3, for some constants 
mj to be specified in a moment. Now, for some i, pick To~' ; .  Simple counting shows 
that the total multiplicity of the blocks containing To is 
Mi= 2 (~2: )  ( s-(6--i) i))mJ' 
o~j~3 \ (k -3 ) - ( j -  
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which depends on i but not the particular 3-set To. Now we set 
(-- 1)3-j(k31-]J) for j=O, 1,2,3. (4) 
mj- -  [s-3~is-k~ 
~,k-31~3-jf 
This requires i> k + 3. For this choice of multiplicities, standard binomial coefficient 
manipulation [3, pp. 57-58] shows 
M {1 if i=3, 
i= 0 if i=0,1,2 
=h~, 15) 
where h~ is the usual Kronecker delta-function. In terms of the multiplicity function 
mB=mj, when B~zUj 
and for any 3-set To~- '  
1 if To= T, 
Z mB ~-- 0 if ToCT. TocB 
We call this a h-function for the 3-set T on the set Y and write m T' r 
For any T~Y define 
St= { Yclv: Tc  Y, Y is an admissible s-set}. (6) 
Now we construct a multiplicity function. For each T~3- and Y~Sr form the 
h-function m r ' r  on the admissible s-set Y for the 3-set T. Set 
AT = 1 2 mr' r  
ISTI r~s~ 
and 
m= k -3  
Te.~ 
For any 3-set To 
Z mn= k -3  
TocB Te.5 r To=B 
= k-3  if To¢~. (7) 
Te.Y- 
Obviously, m is rational so some integer multiple of m is integer valued. The support of 
m is in ~<" and it follows, from (7) that m is compatible with a multiple of the Steiner 
system 9.  It remains to show that roB>O for all Be J{'. 
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For each s3 1 set 
v,= ( 1 s; l (k-3)+s- 1. 
The following lemma gives a basic estimate. 
Lemma 4. Let ubs dv and v, <v. If AC I, is an admissible a-set then there is an 
admissible s-set containing A and the number of admissible s-sets containing A satisfies: 
> I{ Y c I,: Y is an admissible s-set, and A c Y} 1 
(8) 
independent of the particular a-set A. 
Proof. The number of s-sets Y containing A, with Y admissible or not, is (:I,“); this 
gives the left side of (8). Set 
N = I{ Y c I,: Y is an admissible s-set, and A c Y) (. 
Let X 3 A be admissible and 1X1= r - 1 <s. For each pair of distinct points i,jeX 
there is a single block Bij~~ containing i,j. SO when any point xCI”\/Ji,j,xBij is 
adjoined to X we have Xv(x) is admissible. The blocks from 9 are (k- 1)-sets so 
li~~Bijlg(r~1)(k-3)+r-l=v~. 
So there are at least v - v, choices for the point x. This shows, by successively adjoining 
points up to an s-set, 
N,&!+l (v--v,) 
(S_a)! =(:‘I,“)IJ1 si 
Since v, < v we have N > 0. The product has the estimate 
s 
I-I 
v-v, v-v, s-a 
-3 ___ 
r=a+l v--r+l ( 1 V 
3 1 -(s-fq. 
The lemma follows. 0 
For any TEF-, BE&-, and i, 0 <i < 3, define (in addition to ST given in (6)) 
S T,B={ Ycl,: TuBc Y, Y is an admissible s-set} 
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and 
Ci.~= { Te~--: ITmBI =i, TwB is admissible}. 
From Lemma 4
Now 
ITc~Bl=i 
:(;--33) Z re,A,, 
0~<i~<3 
where 
1 
Ai= E ISr[ E1 
Te l  YeSr 
ITcaBl=i B~Y 
= ~ ISr.~l 
T~c,,. ISrl 
From this point on we specify that 
v-(k+3-1:) >~(v-(k+3- i )~( l_ (s_(k+3_i , )~ ) 
s-(k+3- ~>]Sr,BI \s--(k+3-i)J\  
pick BeoU(. 
(v-3)  E Ar=(~233)r~j 1 m.= k-3 TJ i~  Z~,, m.~,Y 
(;--_33) 1Zmi  = E 2 
0~<i~<3 Te2Y- YeS7 
BeY 
s=k+3. 
From (13) and the inequalities (9)-(1l), 
Fi(1 _~)- 1 >/ Ai >/ Fi(1 --2e), 
where 
and 
(k~iv -k~lv - (k+ 3 - i ) )  
ill, 3 - i f I  i Fi= (v~a) 
(91 
( 10t 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
c~=k vk+3 {16) 
V 
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From (4) and (15), a calculation [3, p. 57] shows 
(~33)[rn,[F,=(k317i)(k) (17) 
k 3 
~<~-. (18) 
Also 
1)3-'(k- l-i'] (k']= l (19) 
(-- \ 3--i ]\i] 
0~<i~<3 
-1  
- -~>- ( l+2ct )  for0~<~<½. (20) 
1 -~ 
From (12), (14) and (17) 
X 
0<~i~<3 
~ - (k3  1) (~)  ( l - c0 - '  +(k22)  (~)  (1-2ct) 
- (k73) (k2) (1 -oO- l~(kOm)(k3) (1 -2oO 
and from (18) and (20) (if ct~< 1/2) 
mn~> Z (--1)3-i\  3--i ] \ i , ]  
0~<i~3 
It is easy to show that 
s-- 1 ) s2k (21) 
vs= 2 (k -3 )+s-  1 ~<-~-, 
and from (16) and (19) 
2k 5 (k + 3) 2 
ms> 1 
V 
if a ~< 1/2. Set 
vo(k) = 2kS(k + 3) 2. 
When v>~vo(k), it can be verified that ~< 1/2; and we have mn>0 for all Be Jr". This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let @ be the given S(2 ,k -1 ;v )  and let 2 copies of @ have 
multiplicity function m d. For any 3-set Tc  Iv+ 1 define 
aT=__ " ~ ,  d ' mB,,~v+ v,, (22) 
TcB 
where B ranges over all k-sets of Iv+l. Then 
, t0 if T~Y, 
aT= ~i. if T¢9-. 
In particular, a~-=2 whenever v+ leT. Set 
aT= 2--a'T. 
From (22), it is easy to see that 
, k-  0mod(  :) 
for every a-set A c Iv + x with 0 ~< a~< 3. We need to construct a signed design Z~,(2, k; v) 
compatible with 2.S(2,k-1;v);  that is, m~¢0 only for Beo~ and 
$2 if Teg"-, 
Z mB=_.aT.: 
r~n ]-0 if T¢3-. 
From this point on, we write ms instead of m~ and solve the system 
ms =). for all Te3-. (24) 
TcB 
B~3¢ 
is a S(2 ,k -1 ;  v), so, from (2), 
2 -a  \ 2--a ] for alla, 0~<a~2, 
and, from (3) (which is assumed to hold), 
2(v 3 1 )---0,mod(k3). 
These together give 
(,+,o) 
2 3 -a  ---0,mod 3 for alla, 0~<a~<3. 
This, with (23), gives 
z ar =0 'm°d 3 -a  (25) 
AcT 
for every a-set A c Iv with 0 ~< a~ 3. 
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To solve the system (24), we need the following constructions. Let the positive 
integers c< b < a satisfy the inequalities 
v/> va, (26) 
a ~> 2b, (27) 
b >/2c, (28) 
c ~> 2k. (29) 
From (26) and Lemma 4, there is an admissible a-set S c Iv; it can be assumed, by 
permuting Iv if necessary, that 
S={v-a+l  ... . .  v}. 
Pick a 3-set T~3- and write it as T= {h, i,j}, where h < i< j. Now we construct hree 
types of subsets of S. 
When 1 <~h<<.v-a: there is a b-set Sh~S such that Shw{h} is admissible. 
Proof. ~ is a 2-design so the blocks of ~ containing h partition the complement 
l \{h}.  These parts intersect S in at most two points each, because S is admissible. 
From (27), ]S]~2(b-1)+ 1 so at least b parts intersect S nontrivially. Taking one 
point from each of these b nontrivial intersections forms a b-set ShcS. It is easy to 
check that Shw{h } is admissible. [] 
When 1 <~ h <~ v -a  and iq~Sh: there is a c-set Shi ~ Sh such that Shlw { h, i} is admissible. 
Proofi The blocks of ~ containing i partition Shw{h} with parts of size at most two. 
From (28), b+ 1 ~>2c+ 1; so Shu{h} is partitioned into at least c+ 1 parts. Excluding 
the part containing h, form the c-set ShicSh by choosing one point from c of the 
remaining parts; again, it is easy to check that Shiw{h,i} is admissible. [] 
When l<~h<<.v-a, i¢Sh, and j¢Shi: there is a (k--3)-set ShljCShi such that 
ShijW{ h , i,j } is admissible. 
Proof. The blocks of ~ containing j partition Shiw{h,i} with parts of size at most 
two. From (29), c + 2 >/2 (k -2 )+ 1; so Shiw{ h, i} is partitioned into at least k -  1 parts. 
Excluding the parts containing h or i, form the set Shi~CShi by choosing one point 
from k -3  of the remaining parts. [] 
To set up an induction, we put a linear ordering on the 3-sets ~--. Let T= {h, i,j} and 
T'={h',i ' , j '} be from 3-, with h<i<j  and h'<i '<j ' .  There are three cases: 
(1) When h¢S (that is, h<~v-a) then 
T<T'  i fh<h'.  
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(2) When h=h'q~S then 
T< T' if i¢S  h and i '~S h or i,i'~S h and i<i'. 
(3) When h=h' q~S and i=i'(SSh then 
T<T'  ifjq~Shi andj'sShi or j,j'q~Shl and j< j ' .  
For the other possibilities, the ordering can be chosen arbitrarily. 
For any Toe3-- define 
)ffTo= {B6Yf: TcB for some T<To}. 
Now we solve the system (24). By way of induction, assume, for some Toe J-, the 
equations of (24) are satisfied for all T< 7o; that is, the multiplicities ms are chosen 
consistently for all BsJ~ffro. Let To = {h, i,j}. There are four cases for proceeding: 
(i) l fh¢S,  i¢Sh, and j¢Shi: We want to satisfy the equation 
E mB=}~. 
TomB 
The multiplicities mB with BE,kI/'To are  already chosen so 
E mB=)~-- E mB 
TomB TocB 
(30) 
can be satisfied if there is at least one admissible block Bo¢J(To with To c B. The block 
Bo-=Shiy{h,i,j}, defined above, exactly fits this description. Each multiplicity mB 
occurring on the left side of (30), except m~ o, can be chosen arbitrarily (as an integer) 
and then mBo is uniquely determined. Now the system is satisfied for all T~< To. 
(ii) I f  h¢S, i¢Sh, and j=min  Shi: We solve the subsystem 
E mB=J. .  
T=B 
for all T={h,i, j '} with j'ESm. For all T, set 
bT= "~-- E roB" 
TcB 
B • ~ro 
Then we need to solve the system 
E mB=br (31) 
TcB 
B~, ,  
for all T= { h, i,j'} with j'~Shi. For any B~o~ffro with Tc  B we have B c ShiW{ h, i}, but 
B is otherwise unrestricted (since Shiu{h, i} is admissible). Each 3-set T occurring in 
(31) contains {h, i}, so the subsystem (31) is equivalent to the 1-design equations over 
the set Shi; that is, T\{h,i}cSh~ is any 1-set and B\{h,i}CShi s any (k-2)-set. 
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I Shil = e ~ 2(k -  4) + 3 ~> 1 + (k -  2) (since k/> 4) so (31) has full rank. See Beth et al. 
[1, p. 380]. It can be shown, as in (22), (23), and (25), that 
br--0, mod (k - : )  
AcT 3 
for every a-set A c Shiu { h, i } with 0 ~< a~< 3. Considering only those A for which h, i~ A, 
we have 
2 br~0 '  m°d(  k -2 -a ' '~  
AcT 1 --a' J' 
where A \ { h, i} c Shi and a' = [A \ {h, i} [ with 0 ~< a' ~< 1. This precisely the necessary and 
sufficient condition given by Wilson [4] for the system (31) to have an integer solution. 
See Beth et al. [1, p. 381]. 
(iii) Ifhq~S and i=minSh: This case is similar to the last. It can be assumed that 
To = {h, i,j} is the least 3-set in oT" containing h and i. We solve the sub-system 
rnB ~ ,~ 
TcB 
for all T={h,i', j '} with i'eSh (and i '<j'). For all T, set 
bT='~- -  2 ms. 
TcB 
Be ~ro 
We need to solve the system 
ma=br (32) 
TcB 
B gf ~r ° 
for all T= { h, i',j'} with i' e Sh. For any B~ 3f'ro with T c B we have B c Sh• { h} but B is 
otherwise unrestricted. Each 3-set T occurring in (32) contains h, so the subsystem 
(32) is equivalent o the 2-design equations over the set Sh with block-size k -1 .  
[Shl=b>>.2+(k-1) so (32) has full rank. As in the last case, considering only those 
A for which h~A, we have 
2 bT=--O' m°d(  k - l -a ' '~  
AcT 2--a' ]' 
where A \ { h} c Sh and a' = [ A \ { h} [ with 0 ~< a' ~ 2. This condition guarantees system 
(32) has an integer solution. 
(iv) I fh=minS:  It can be assumed To={h,h+ 1,h+2}, which is the least 3-set in 
f containing h. We solve the subsystem 
I~B ~ ~ 
TcB 
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for all T={h', i ' , j '} with h<~h'<i'<j';  these are exactly all the 3-sets of S. For all 
T, set 
bT=2 - ~ mn. 
T=B 
We need to solve the system 
mB=br (33) 
TcB 
B $- X~- a 
for all 3-sets T~S. The k-sets B6~To with TcB are exactly the k-sets of S. So the 
subsystem (33) is the 3-design equations over the set S with block-size k. IS[= a >t 3 + k 
so (33) has full rank. Just as in (25), we have 
x (':) br--O, mod 3 
AcT 
for any a-set A = S with 0-%< a-%< 3. This condition guarantees system (33) has an integer 
solution. 
By induction, this shows the system (24) has an integral solution. A simple calcu- 
lation, using the estimate (21), shows that if 
v~>32k 3 
is satisfied, then the inequalities (26)-(29) can be satisfied. Hence, we set 
vl(k)=32k 3 (34) 
and the proof is complete. [] 
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